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Part I. Progress on Prof, rsional Goals for the 2012-2013 school Year:

* Goal I - Critical Thinking

basis

* Goal2- PA State Certification

starts.

* Goal3 - Students eating & drinking in class

the most pmt; r.e. itieer than-Ishmael K eating breakfast in my class while I was in a parent meeting and giving

me a hard time to Put it awaY.

violations of this.

part Ir. please use this space to share any additional information you would like to share on your successes and

accomplishmenti during the 2012-201 3 school year: (OPTIONAL)

I hove attained my MS in Instrrctional rechnology! I don't believe this was stated on my lastformal evaluation'

I have publicized BL,s accomplishments and events via Twitter and Facebook on a consistent basis (except the latter)' of

these events ona o""o*ptirlrients include but are not limited to thefotlowing: week_ll BL Ledger; varibus sporting events

titre Basebail, Football, and Basketball; March Math Madness; Latin Exam accolades; Medusa Exam accolades: Lotin

HolyCrosstrip;BLEFNevents;BLCommunityServiceeventsetc.

I was directly responsible for our marketing on Twitter, cgtching Beniamin Haruis's eye (IyHYY reporter), and bridging

the connection between carly Acker^on oid hi* that led to twi artiiles and a nr*, ,,"g*"nt on Newsworks on 5/l/13"

I have successfully taught one (out of 3 offered) Microsofi certification 2007 classes in word. I am confident that at least

36% (excludiig s,enioil will psss tie 2007 MOS Exam in MS Word 2007'



Part III. Attendance:
The average attendance rate for faculty members as of April 12,2013 was9l.02Yo. Mr. Hasty's attendance rate this year

is92.64%. Faculty missed an avela1e of 4 days this year. Mr. Hasty missed l0 days.

Part IV. Evaluator's Comments on Teacher Performance:
Mr. Hasty's positivity and optimism have remained unwaning this school year. He continues to inject

enthusiasm in all his endeavors. This is first and foremost evident in his classroom. Mr. Hasty's classroom is

dynamic and kinetic. He is all over the room, overseeing dozens of students, most of whom are engaged in

different levels and types of tasks. Mr. Hasty somehow monitors it all and tracks their progress diligently-

Whether it's by looking at his gradebook or walking through one of his classes, it is evident that he is

challenging students to a multitude of tasks; engaging them in new and exciting types of learning; and holding

them accountable for their growth.

This same energy can be found when it comes to the work Mr. HasE does for the school. This spring, foh

instance, he conducted a workshop on the potential use of different technologies in the classroom. Despite a

tired audience, he presented very useful and realistic options and alternatives to some of the technologies that

are often overused. His practical approach to the session, coupled with his sincere and authentic beliefs in how

technology can enhance what we do, made for a useful session that allowed participants to walk away with new

learning.

Mr. Hasty has also been a pivotal person in increasing Boys' Latin's online footprint. He published a chapter of

an e-book this year which *ur u compelling read about the integration of technology in schools. Mr. Hasty is

commended for maintaining a rich connection and network of tech savvy professionals and educators that

provide a rich learning forum for him and, in turn, Boys' Latin. Additionally, Mr. Hasty maintained the Boys'

Latin Twitter accountlwhich allowed the school to communicate with stakeholders in a medium accessible and

used by many.

Mr. Hasty sought to begin a program this year that enabled students to pursue certification in Microsoft Excel or

powerpoint. As noted in his reflections, he believes that the success of the course work will be reflected in over

a third of the students passing the 2007 MOS Exam for MS Word in the Fall of 2013. This will mark a major

accomplishment and a step toward helping students rcalize the relevance of what they are learning in his class.

This type of success is a riflection of the instructional efforts of Mr. Hasty, who worked through the majority of

the course work in a compressed period of time while still ensuring students understood the content. It is,also

iroteworthy that Mr. Hasty was able to establish Boys' Latin as an official testing site.

Last year's End-of-Year Evaluation prompted Mr. Hasty to pursue the following goals:

l. Develop, budget permitting, the Microsoft certification program.

Z. Establish the ilear expectation that no food is permitted in the computer lab.

3. Mr. Hasty should obtain his certification to teach in Pennsylvania.

There has been no sign of food or drink in the computer lab this year; there has been significant progress in the

certification courses; and the teacher certification process is not yet complete.



,a'

During the2013-2014 school year, Mr. Hasty should work toward the following goals:

1. Obtain teacher certification

Continue the development of the Microsoft Word certification progftlms.

Improve attendance rate

Provide leadership to the junior class by serving as the Junior Class trail. In this capacitY, Mr. Hasty

will facilitate grade level meetings; determine "students in Danger of Failing Lists" in December,

February, and May; coordinate affendance violation letters; coordinate academic probation; coordinate

summits; and serve on the Support Team and Leadership Team.

Consider the ideal technology for the computer lab (PC versus Mac). As technology integration looks

differently at the middle school, it may ultimately affect what it looks like at the high school. Mr. Hasty

should consider how and if he wants this to impact the high school lab in which he teaches. This is an

important consideration for technological reasons and educational reasons - but it's also important as we

consider when equipment in the lab needs to be updated.

Part V. Teacher Comments: (Optional)

Masters Degree increase...

C ertifi c at i o n Exom b udge t

Teacher's Signature ,^r", Shql=,
Evaluator's Signature Date: S t J- ]ol !
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